
Arima Race Club 
NOTES FROM THE STEWARDS 

RACEDAY 37 
SATURDAY 24TH NOVEMBER, 2018. 

 
STIPENDARY STEWARDS:  RICHARD HALFHIDE  SOMDATH MAHARAJ  RICHARD FREEMAN 

 
RACE 1 

The Stewards noted that #1 BLAZING GEM was slowly away. 
 
RACE 2 
The Stewards noted that #4 MAKING HEADLINES stumbled at the start. 
 
RACE 3 

Apprentice T. Phillips rider of #7 TEN MELODIES, unplaced, objected to #6 STAR ROCKET, unplaced, ridden by A. 
Poon for crossing out of the gates.  On viewing the video replays and having heard the riders’ evidence the Stewards 
noted that #9 PURE INNOCENCE, unplaced, ridden by R. Jadoo jumped inward, taking the space of a slow starting 
TEN MELODIES, and made contact with STAR ROCKET  The Stewards considered the incident to be accidental and 
took no further action.  However they also noted that TEN MELODIES stumbled just after the start and took no effective 
part in the race thereafter.  Apprentice Phillips stated that after stumbling he found that the gelding was not moving 
soundly and therefore did not press the horse.  His explanation was noted. 
 
RACE 4 
Trainer Glenn Mendez was fined $500.00 for the withdrawal of #12 GUS NO FUSS without just cause. 
 
RACE 5 

Apprentice T. Phillips rider of #3 WELL CONNECTED, placed third, objected to #1 PRECISE MOMENT, placed fourth, 
ridden by J. Arneaud for crossing around the 800 metre mark.  After viewing the video replay and heard the riders’ 
evidence the Stewards noted that PRECISE MOMENT drifted inward which resulted in WELL CONNECTED being 
checked.  The Stewards saw no reason to take further action on the matter. 
 
The Starter reported that #1 PRECISE MOMENT refused to load in its assigned position and was loaded in gate #10. 
 
The Official Veterinarian reported that #9 TOWERING returned lame on the left fore (Grade 4). 
 
RACE 6 
The Stewards noted that #3 CAESAR COUNTRY was slowly away. 
 
RACE 7 

The Stewards noted that #3 BRISK WOMAN was slowly away. 
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